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Creative Writing Summer School 2016 
www.bl.uk/events/adult-learning-courses 
 
 

 
 

Beyond Shakespeare’s Sonnets 
 

 

Dates         Monday 8 to Thursday 11 August 2016 

Times         Monday–Wednesday 10.30–16.30; Thursday 10.30–19.30 

Location     Harry M Weinrebe Learning Centre 

Level          Beginners and those with some previous experience   

Class size   Maximum 16 participants 

 
 

Course description 

 

The British Library’s outstanding collection will provide a starting point for this immersive 

encounter with Shakespeare’s sonnets. Acclaimed poets, curators and academics will lead you 

through four days of creative workshops, taking inspiration from 400 years of poetic responses 

to Shakespeare. You’ll write your own poems, receive continuous feedback and create a 

Renaissance-style anthology to celebrate your work. 

 

Contributors 

 

The British Library        Simon Pomery 

Adrian Edwards 

Shelagh McCarthy 

Dr Richard Price  

Guest poets  Mimi Khalvati 

Professor Michael Symmons Roberts 

 
 

Day 1: History, Context, Text 
 

Morning – Adrian Edwards and Simon Pomery 

Our summer school begins with an introduction to Shakespeare, led by curator Adrian Edwards. 

We’ll consider the printing and reception of Shakespeare’s volumes of poetry, focusing on rare 

collection items displayed in the Library’s Treasures Gallery and Shakespeare in Ten Acts exhibition. 

 

Back in the Learning Centre with Simon Pomery, we’ll explore the social and literary contexts in 

which Shakespeare was writing. We’ll investigate the circumstances surrounding the publication 

of the first quarto, ‘Shake-speare’s Sonnets: Never Before Imprinted’, published by Thomas 

Thorpe in 1609. We'll think about the structure of Shakespeare's sonnet sequence in relation to 

other sonnet sequences in English and European literature. 

 

Afternoon – Mimi Khalvati 

In our afternoon session we’ll explore the sonnet as a poetic form with acclaimed poet and 

teacher of versification, Mimi Khalvati, focusing on Shakespeare’s use of metre and rhyme. 

Through close readings and workshop activities, we’ll begin to craft our own formal sonnets 

under Mimi’s expert guidance. 
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Day 2: Change in the Changeless  
 

Morning – Simon Pomery 

Our second day will begin with group reflection on the previous day’s writing. We’ll revisit 

Shakespeare in Ten Acts to explore and write, taking inspiration from over 200 unique and rare 

collection items including the only surviving playscript in Shakespeare’s own hand and Shakespeare’s 

First Folio. The writing we do in response to the exhibition will be used in Day 3’s workshop as a 

starting point for our modern sonnets. 
 

Afternoon – Richard Price 

Poet and curator Richard Price will lead our afternoon session, taking a historical look at ‘change in 

the changeless’: how the sonnet has been a surprisingly adaptable form over the centuries, up until 

contemporary times. You’ll discover how this flexibility and range can be used by poets today. 

 
 

Day 3: The Modern Sonnet 
 

Morning – Simon Pomery 

On our third day we’ll push the boundaries of the sonnet form, considering rhymed and 

unrhymed, free verse and prose sonnets. We’ll explore the role of the volta and what makes a 

good sonnet subject. Our aim by the end of the morning is to create our own modern sonnet, 

inspired by the previous day’s creative writing activities in the exhibition. 
 

Afternoon – Michael Symmons Roberts 

In the four hundred years since Shakespeare's death, his sonnets have invited imitation, homage, 

critique, parody and pastiche. Multi award-winning poet Michael Symmons Roberts will teach 

our afternoon session and introduce the recent Arden publication On Shakespeare’s Sonnets: A 

Celebration, in which leading contemporary poets respond to Shakespeare. Michael will facilitate 

a close reading of some of their poems, leading us through activities to help us create our own 

poetic reply to a Shakespearean sonnet of our choice. 

 
 

Day 4: From Page to Stage 
 

Morning – Mimi Khalvati 

By Day 4 we will have each generated three drafts: a formal sonnet, a modern sonnet and a poetic 

response to a Shakespearian sonnet. Our final day will begin with an opportunity to workshop our 

writing with Mimi Khalvati. Acclaimed for her superb teaching and close-reading skills, Mimi will 

help us hone our work, taking one piece from a draft to a finished poem. 
 

Afternoon – Simon Pomery and Shelagh McCarthy 

In the afternoon we’ll learn about the process and printing of Shakespeare’s sonnets, inspiring us 

to use Renaissance-style technology to print our own. Printmaker Shelagh McCarthy will lead a 

workshop in which we’ll create a beautiful anthology to showcase our work. 
 

Evening – Showcase 

Our course culminates with a showcase reading, where we’ll perform our sonnets for a specially-

invited audience, celebrating our work with a glass of wine. 
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Contributors 

 

Simon Pomery is an award-winning poet and musician. A graduate of Leeds (BA English), Cambridge 

(MPhil Renaissance Literature) and St Andrews (MLitt Creative Writing), Simon teaches poetry at a 

range of cultural organisations including the South London Gallery and Mary Ward Centre. Simon’s 

work is widely published, appearing in the TLS, P.N. Review, 3am magazine, Poetry London and the 

Edinburgh Review. His pamphlet of poems, The Stream, was published by tall-lighthouse in 2009. 
  

In 2015 he founded PRAXIS, an innovative poetry and sonic arts series, which he curates at Parasol 

Unit: Foundation for Contemporary Art in partnership with Royal Holloway Poetics Research Centre. 

 

Adrian Edwards is Head of Printed Heritage Collections at the British Library. His research interests 

center on early books in native North American languages, the collections of King George III, and 

the Romani research of the 19th century poet Charles Leland. He was co-curator of recent major 

British Library exhibitions on the English language and the history of comics in the UK. 

 

Mimi Khalvati has published eight collections of poetry with Carcanet Press including The 

Weather Wheel, The Meanest Flower, a Poetry Book Society Recommendation, a Financial 

Times Book of the Year, and has been shortlisted for the T.S. Eliot Prize. Her work has been 

translated into nine languages and she received a Cholmondeley Award in 2006. She is a Fellow 

of the Royal Society of Literature and is the founder of The Poetry School.   

 

Shelagh McCarthy is a bookbinder and printmaker. As well as regularly contributing to the British 

Library’s learning programmes, she has designed and led creative workshops and courses for 

various London institutions including Central Saint Martins, the British Museum, Battersea Arts 

Centre and The Guardian Education Centre. 

 

Dr Richard Price’s poetry collections include Lucky Day, shortlisted for the Whitbread (now 

Costa) Poetry Prize, and Small World, the Creative Scotland 2012 Poetry Book of the Year. 

Moon for Sale (Carcanet) will be published later this year. Richard is Head of Contemporary 

British Collections at the British Library.  

 

Professor Michael Symmons Roberts’ poetry has won the Forward Prize, the Costa Poetry Prize 

and the Whitbread Poetry Award, and been shortlisted for the Griffin International Poetry Prize 

and the TS Eliot Prize. He has received major awards from the Arts Council and the Society of 

Authors and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature, and of the English Association. He has 

published two novels, and is Professor of Poetry at Manchester Metropolitan University. 

 
 

Recommended Reading  

Shakespeare’s Sonnets by Paul Edmondson and Stanley Wells (Oxford: 2004) 

On Shakespeare’s Sonnets ed. by Hannah Crawforth and Elizabeth Scott-Baumann (Arden: 2016) 

Reading Shakespeare’s Sonnets by Don Paterson (Faber: 2012) 
 

Previous skills, knowledge or experience 

This course is suitable for anyone interested in poetry and creative writing. A willingness to experiment with 

different writing techniques, and contribute to group discussion, will help you get the most from this course. 
 

Facilities and Refreshments 

Please note that the Learning Centre will open to participants 15 minutes before the stated start time. 

Tea, coffee and biscuits will be provided in the morning and afternoon; participants should make their 

own arrangements for lunch. Laptops are available for participants to use onsite. 


